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A huge coastal live oak tree nicknamed “The Big Tree” grows in Goose Island State Park on the 
Gulf Coast of Texas. It is one of the largest known trees of its species in Texas. The Big Tree has a
trunk diameter of about 11 meters, stands about 13 meters tall, and has spreading branches about
27 meters wide.

Coastal live oaks are an important part of the coastal plain ecosystem. The coastal live oak provides
food and shelter for many types of animals. Their spreading branches provide anchors for smaller
plants, and the acorns of the coastal live oak are an important food source for animals such as deer,
blue jays, raccoons, and squirrels.

The Big Tree
Goose Island State Park, Texas

Use the information below and your knowledge of science 
to answer questions 49–54.

Cluster 1
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Cluster 1

Question 49

Live oak acorns are produced from flowers that
appear in spring and hang in clusters from the
branch tips. What level of organization of the
oak tree are these flowers?

A Cell

B Organ

C Organism

D Population

Question 50

Burning wood from a live oak would most
directly increase which form of carbon in the
carbon cycle?

A Elemental carbon in the ground

B Carbon atoms in plant sugar

C Carbon compounds in animals

D Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

Question 51

A disease called oak wilt can kill live oak trees.
This disease is caused by a fungus that is
spread from tree to tree by a sap beetle. Sap
beetles are eaten by wrens. Which organism is
the host of the oak wilt disease?

A Fungus

B Live oak

C Sap beetle

D Wren

Live Oak Flowers

Answer Key: page 147 Answer Key: page 147

Answer Key: page 147
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Cluster 1

Question 52

What is the role of the live oak tree in the food web shown above?

A Producer

B Decomposer

C Primary consumer

D Secondary consumer

Coastal Plains Food Web

Blue jays

SquirrelsRaccoons

Hawks

DeerLive oak

Answer Key: page 148
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Cluster 1

Question 53

The coastal live oak and the gray oak are
related species that grow in the areas shown 
on the map above. The two species grow in
different regions of Texas probably because 
they —

A have different leaf shapes

B are eaten by different consumers

C are adapted to different environments

D grow to different heights

Question 54

The table above shows the densities of dried
samples of common types of wood. A 750 cm 3

sample of dry live oak wood has a mass of 660 g.
How does the density of the live oak sample
compare to the densities of the other woods in
the table?

A Live oak is less dense than cypress, ash, and
maple.

B Live oak is more dense than cypress but less
dense than ash or maple.

C Live oak is more dense than ash and cypress
but less dense than maple.

D Live oak is more dense than cypress, ash,
and maple.

Wood Densities

Wood type
Density
(g/cm3)

0.51

0.67

0.76

Cypress

Ash

Maple

Legend

Coastal Live Oak

Gray Oak

Answer Key: page 148 Answer Key: page 148
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Toledo Bend Reservoir is located on the Texas-Louisiana border. It is the largest reservoir in Texas.
At normal water level it holds 5.8 million cubic meters of water. Its surface covers 829 square
kilometers. Boating, swimming, and fishing are favorite recreational activities of visitors to the
reservoir.

The flow of water through the dam provides electrical power to citizens of Louisiana and Texas. A
hydroelectric power plant at the dam uses generators to produce electrical current. A diagram of a
hydroelectric generator is shown below.

The steps used to generate
electricity at the plant are:

1. Water enters intake and
turns the turbine.

2. The turbine turns the
generator shaft.

3. The generator produces
electrical current that
flows to the transformer.

4. The transformer changes
the voltage and transmits
electricity to power lines.

Intake

Generator
Water flow Turbine

Transmission
(138,000 volts)

Transformer

Use the information below and your knowledge of science 
to answer questions 55–60.
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Cluster 2

Question 55

To increase the amount of electricity generated by the power plant, more water must 
flow through the turbines. The graph above shows the height of the Sabine River just downstream
from the dam from September 14 through 21, 2005. Which graph below shows the most likely
change in electrical output of the power plant from September 14 to September 21?

A C

B D
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Answer Key: page 148
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Cluster 2

Question 56

About how far is it from the Toledo Bend Dam
to the northernmost point of the reservoir? 

A 64 km

B 77 km

C 100 km

D 128 km

Question 57

Which energy transformation produces the
power generated by the Toledo Bend Reservoir
power plant?

A Chemical to light 

B Electrical to light 

C Mechanical to chemical

D Mechanical to electrical
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Answer Key: page 148 Answer Key: page 148
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Cluster 2

Question 58

Toledo Bend Reservoir contains some channel catfish. Some of the channel catfish’s major sensory
organs are labeled on the drawing above. The location of these organs most likely helps the catfish
in which of the following activities?

A Finding food

B Circulating blood

C Floating and sinking

D Breathing underwater

Question 59

The diagram above shows a side elevation view of the Sabine River and Toledo Bend Reservoir. At
which point on the diagram does water have the greatest potential energy? 

A W

B X

C Y

D Z

Sabine River
above reservoir Upper end

of reservoir Lower end
of reservoir Sabine River

below dam

W X Y

Z

Toledo Bend Reservoir and Sabine River

Eyes

Nares

Barbels

Answer Key: page 149

Answer Key: page 149
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Cluster 2

Question 60

Which of the following changes would most likely occur if some of the gizzard shad grew too large for
the largemouth bass to eat?

A Gizzard shad would eat less plankton.

B Threadfin shad would eat more plankton.

C Largemouth bass would eat fewer striped bass.

D Largemouth bass would eat more threadfin shad.

Plankton

Threadfin shad

Gizzard shad
Striped bass

Largemouth bass

Toledo Bend Food Web

Answer Key: page 149


